Opinion Poll on New Gas Pipelines: Virginians Oppose Them

Virginians oppose construction of the Atlantic Coast and Mountain Valley Pipelines by a 2 to 1 margin, according to a new statewide public opinion poll released September 21 by the Chesapeake Climate Action Network (CCAN), an ABRA member. In answer to the question of whether respondents support Governor McAuliffe’s efforts to build new natural gas pipelines across Virginia, 55% of respondents said they were opposed while 28% said they supported the new pipelines; 17% had no opinion.

Within the CCAN poll results, noteworthy demographic breakdowns showed that:

- Rural Virginia residents were opposed 61-15%;
- Tidewater residents were opposed 52-29%;
- Men generally were opposed 50-39%, while older men were in support, 45-42%;
- Middle-aged women opposed 71-17%; and
- Republicans opposed 50-38%

The poll also asked whether respondents thought the Governor should support or oppose Dominion Resources’ approach to coal ash waste disposal: 14% favored the Dominion plan, while 71% opposed it.

Dominion Releases New Construction Schedule for ACP: More Delay!

Dominion Transmission, Inc. filed with the Federal Energy Regulatory on September 17 an updated construction schedule for the Atlantic Coast Pipeline (ACP). Under the new plan, construction would begin in November 2017 and be completed in the 4th Quarter of 2019. The new schedule represents a one-year delay from the plans announced by Dominion when it proposed the project in 2014. The new construction schedule includes target dates for commencement and completion of construction for individual sections – by mileposts – of the pipeline. The proposed schedule for construction of the 3 compressor stations calls for two years, November 2017 until the 4th Quarter of 2019.
ACP Contractor Chosen

A construction contract has been signed for the Atlantic Coast Pipeline (ACP), it was announced on September 21. Spring Ridge Constructors, LLC (SRC), a joint venture of leading natural gas pipeline construction companies. Comprised of Price Gregory International, Inc., a Quanta Services, Inc. (NYSE: PWR) company; U.S. Pipeline, Inc.; SMPC, LLC; and Rockford Corporation, a Primoris Services Corporation (NASDAQ: PRIM) company, the joint venture will serve as the ACP lead construction contractor, according to the announcement from Dominion Transmission. The announcement also stated that “ACP is working with its contractors to evaluate the possibility of bringing on more crews and working on more simultaneous spreads in order to complete construction sooner. This analysis is expected to be finalized over the next few months.”

FERC Releases DEIS for Mountain Valley Pipeline

The Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Mountain Valley Pipeline (MVP) was released September 16 by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The 2600+ page document details FERC’s analysis of the environmental impact of the proposed pipeline, based upon the tens of thousands of pages of applicant documents and public comments that have been filed with the agency. In a joint statement released last week by the POWHR coalition that has been leading the fight against the MVP, along with Appalachian Voices, Virginia Sierra, Appalachian Mountain Advocates and the Chesapeake Climate Action Network, FERC was criticized for dismissing clean energy alternatives and failing to properly consider whether new pipelines were actually needed to meet projected natural gas demand. Major gaps in FERC’s analysis, cited in the joint statement, are:

- The core issue of whether the massive project is needed to meet electricity demand, and whether other alternatives including energy efficiency, solar and wind would be more environmentally responsible sources;
- A complete analysis of the cumulative, life-cycle climate pollution that would result from the pipeline;
- Any accounting of other environmental and human health damage from the increased gas fracking in West Virginia that would supply the pipeline; and
- Thorough analysis of damage to water quality and natural resources throughout the pipeline route.
Groups Call for Congressional Review of FERC

More than 180 organizations from throughout the country have called for leaders in the Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee and House Energy and Commerce Committee to hold congressional hearings into the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission’s (FERC) extensive history of bias and abuse. ABRA and several of its members were among the signatories of the September 21 letter. The groups are also requesting reform of the Natural Gas Act, which the groups say, gives too much power to FERC and too little to state and local officials. Specifically, the groups said:

- Hold congressional hearings to learn the many ways communities are being harmed by FERC’s implementation of the Natural Gas Act as currently written;
- Take swift affirmative action to reform the Natural Gas Act so as to better protect communities including eliminating the threats associated with natural gas infrastructure; and
- Oppose, or at a minimum hold in abeyance, any further advancement of the Energy Policy Modernization Act of 2016 which includes language intended to further “streamline” an already misused, and well streamlined, process for advancing the review and approval of natural gas infrastructure until you have learned, through the hearing requested above, how people’s rights, state’s rights, and the environment are already being abused under the implementation of the Natural Gas Act and how they will be further harmed by passage of provisions proposed in the new law.
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